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Selective Gold Plating of the MultiCut Zippo 
Monogram adorns an Armor High Polish Sterling 

Silver Windproof Lighter. The gold-contoured lines 
showcase the exclusive Zippo Windproof Lighter 

monogram and accompanying flourishes. The famous 
Zippo flame is also Gold-Plated and featured on one side 

of the lighter. Integrating the mixed metal of sterling silver 
and gold-plated engravement is the perfect luxury decoration 

method to enrich the brilliance of this design.
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49553 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • MultiCut with Selective Gold Plate
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert

Introducing Zippo’s Most 
High-End Collection – 
a selection of precious metal designs curated to 
dazzle your exclusive clientele. Each Sterling 
Silver lighter has been crafted with luxury 
in mind and features Zippo’s premium 
decoration methods, including 
our new Selective Gold-Plating 
technique. Premium designs are 
sure to bring you premium 
customers and a generous 
return. 
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The Tree of Life is a perennially popular design 
theme amongst the diverse crowd of Zippo 

enthusiasts. Here, this ancient symbol of personal 
growth, strength, and natural beauty is engraved 

using Zippo’s MultiCut process around every side of this 
Armor High Polish Sterling Silver Lighter, giving it a luxury 

look and textured feel. 
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49552 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • MultiCut
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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The intricate swirls and flourishes of this diagonal 
filigree design are created using Zippo’s classic 

Auto Engraving technique, lending highlights and 
depth to the High Polish Finish Sterling Silver Lighter.  

Crisp and clean effects are made with dimensional fill 
strokes that enhance the elegant jewelry design.

49479 • High Polish Sterling Silver • Auto Engrave
This design contains a Chrome insert
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A contemporary Zippo logo is deep-carved into a luxury Armor 
Sterling Silver Windproof Lighter, accented with a textured strip 
and diamond-shaped elements. The Deep Carve method creates 
defined and strong contoured lines using state-of-the-art 3D 
software. The brilliantly faceted design is achieved using 
multiple sized tools and buffing techniques that create 
deep lines for a detailed finish. 

49551 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • Deep Carve
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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An Armor High Polish Sterling Silver Zippo lighter stands out from 
the crowd with a stately diamond pattern design seamlessly carved 
around the lid line using Zippo’s MultiCut method. The  design 
radiates with an understated elegance from an elaborate 
array of lines that form a band of diamonds on the finish. 

49550 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • MultiCut
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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An auspicious Eastern Dragon, a symbol of 
power, strength and good fortune, unfurls on 

a Sterling Silver Emblem set upon the mirror-like 
Armor High Polish Sterling Silver Windproof Lighter. 

49555 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • Sterling Silver Emblem Attached
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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This Armor High Polish Sterling Silver 
Windproof Lighter is adorned with a cubic-

zirconia Zippo flame emblem that radiantly 
represents the legacy of Zippo. Zippo’s famous 

flame is a hallmark of the lighter’s reliability, 
appreciated around the world and remains a popular 

design element among exclusive clientele. 

49554 • Armor ® • High Polish Sterling Silver • Sterling Silver Emblem Attached
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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An intricate herringbone and filigree pattern is created by 
Zippo’s Rotary Engraving process, giving an Art-Nouveau 
flare to the front and back of a 1941 Replica Satin Hand-
Finish Sterling Silver Lighter.  
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49558  • 1941 Replica Hand Satin Sterling Silver • Auto Engrave
This design contains a Chrome insert
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a. 13 • Brushed • Sterling Silver     b. 15 • High Polish • Sterling Silver 

c. 14 • Vintage • High Polish • Sterling Silver      d. 1500 • Slim® • High Polish • Sterling Silver

Sterling Silver base models contain a Chrome insert and come in a velour box.

a b

c d

Sterling Silver 
Base Models
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e. 24 • 1941 Replica • Hand Satin •  Sterling Silver       f. 26 • Armor® •   High Polish  • Sterling Silver 

g. 23 • 1941 Replica • High Polish • Sterling Silver      h. 27 • Armor® • Brushed • Sterling Silver

Sterling Silver base models contain a Chrome insert and come in a velour box.

e f

g h
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This is the pinnacle of opulence – a 
Zippo Windproof Lighter featuring 
a heavy-wall Armor case that was 
individually crafted from 18k Solid 
Gold. With unparalleled heft and 
a deep rich reflective sheen from 
the hand-buffed High Polish finish, 
this captivating lighter needs no 
further ornamentation. Each lighter is 
presented in a custom wood display 
box and comes with a certificate of 
authenticity. 

49652 • Armor ® • High Polish 18K Gold Case
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert
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There’s nothing else quite like a Classic 
Zippo Windproof Lighter featuring a High 

Polished case made from 18k solid gold to 
demonstrate the elegance and richness 
of this lustrous element. Each stunning 
Gold Zippo Lighter is meticulously crafted 
and presented along with a certificate of 
authenticity in a walnut display case, which 
further enhances the presentation of the 
brilliant gold against the rich wood grain 
and velvet padding.

195 • High Polish 18K Gold Case
This design contains a Heavy Gold Plated insert



Customization Processes
Our most premium lighters receive Zippo’s finest white glove service throughout their transformation from raw 
materials into the most luxurious lighters the company has ever produced. This includes both our state-of-the-art 
and time-honored decoration processes, which we utilize to elevate these beautiful refined natural materials into truly 
stunning pieces of jewelry accessories. Contact your Zippo Sales Representative to learn more about how Zippo can 
create exclusive designs for your distinguished clientele using the decoration methods listed below.
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Deep Carve
Featuring graphics rendered in state-of-the-art 3D software, Deep Carve designs 
are produced by Zippo’s powerful milling machines, which accurately engrave a 
multitude of depths and create deep-contoured cuts onto the front and/or back of 
an Armor® Windproof Lighter case.

• Heavy Wall Armor® case only

Selective Gold Plating
Zippo’s Sterling Silver lighters can now get the ultimate finishing touch with the 
new Selective Gold Plating process, which allows for precise application of 18k 
Gold to designs on any surface or side of the lighter case. These dazzling gold 
embellishments create the look of elegant gilded inlays on patterns created by any 
of Zippo’s engraving processes.

Auto Engrave
The crisp, clean jewelry look of auto engraving remains one of Zippo’s most popular 
methods of customization. Skilled operators use diamond-tipped engraving tools to 
inscribe lighters with dimensional effects and creative fill patterns, creating delicate 
facets on the surface of the lighter that catch light to dazzle the eye. 

Also known as Rotary Engraving or Computer Engraving.

MultiCut 
Born from the popularity and premium look of Deep Carve, MultiCut decoration 
method is a new dimension of deeply engraved omni-directional, smooth and 
seamless, that cuts 360° around an Armor® case. The process allows Zippo’s artisans 
to design lighters with an unparalleled tactile precision that produces intricate 
patterns, sparkling facets, and undulating contours down to the last detail and 
across every side of the lighter’s exterior.  Special process and finishing will apply.

• Armor® case only
• Art restrictions apply
• Design Center in-house visits only



     , ZIPPO,            ,    ,     and ARMOR are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo Manufacturing Company. 

All Zippo lighter decorations are protected by copyright. © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2021.
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Zippo Guarantee
Any Zippo lighter, when returned to our factory, will be put in first class mechanical condition free of charge, for we 
have yet to charge a cent for the repair of a Zippo pocket lighter, regardless of age or condition. The finish, however, 
is not guaranteed.

This guarantee is additional to your statutory rights under national law. Other Zippo products carry their own 
specific warranties.

Consumer Disclaimer: Terms and pricing are limited to authorized Zippo sales distributors and wholesalers only. 
Unless specified as retail pricing, this information is not intended for consumer use. Because we are constantly 
improving our products, some items may not look exactly as depicted. Prices and specifications subject to change 
without notice.

Velour Luxury Cube Box Walnut
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